Introduction
Preference for poetical works has been adduced as one of the principal impulses for the promotion of Arabic poetics in the 4th A.H./l0th A.D.
century.' To this may also be added the ever-growing literary corpus, which derived from the emergence of new themes and styles. However, there were two significant issues which dominated the intellectual debate and discussion among the literati during this period. The first relates to the problem of evidential examples, shawdhid. The debate concerned which period of Arabic literary experience should be regarded as the terminus a quo, the poetical works emerging after which might not be cited as authoritative usages. The second issue was whether the employment of exceptional usages, darurat, with no few illustrations from the classical poetry, should be allowed to contemporary poets. In its most extreme form, the argument over the latter challenged the legitimacy of that dispensation which poets of no matter which historical classification had often utilized sometimes to the point of the absurd.
With regard to the first issue, there was a curious lack of consensus, a startling fickleness, and indeed self-contradiction among the avantgarde of Arabic literay theory. Abu 'Amr b.
(d. 154/770) and alAsma'i (d. 123/828) were classic representatives of this contradiction and confusion.2 We must, however, hasten to say that some other early theorists advocated the evaluation of poetry without parti pris, arguing that any poetical work, regardless of the period in which it was composed, should be assessed on its own merit. They did not consider lateness in the emergence of a poet as an argument against creativity or excellence. Ibn Faris had the singular honour of being the first to challenge the ludicrous concession reflected in the unqualified endorsement of exceptional idioms, having observed that the dispensation was being stretched too far, almost to the point of disregard for basic grammatical rules. Hence his Dhamm al-kha 'ta'fi-al-shicr (Reproving Mistakes in Poetry) the nucleus of this essay, derives its uniqueness from this perspective, no less from the fact that it is the only surviving work by him that is essentially devoted to a certain aspect, of Arabic literary theory. 8
